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Abstract

In modern arena of working a vital role is being played by technology and backup provided through various organizations. The smoothness in information extraction and information circulation is providing base for fast availability and easy orientation of tools which are saving time in day to day working with least resources. A certain configuration of technological background for tracking a vehicle has developed and utilized during information distribution to various end point for tracing movement and speed of target vehicle. In modern environment of tracking, different Vehicle Tracking systems had been utilized by various organizations for getting efficient and meaningful information to save money and exploiting the resources of technological background during the run of vehicles. The information (Movement and Speed) received through different Vehicle Tracking Systems must be exact with respect to various parameters so that the user should get a satisfaction level for existing services. This paper is an attempt for making comparison between two Vehicle Tracking Systems by considering position and movement of vehicles.
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1. Introduction

Handling of data in any system is a crucial aspect when getting a information efficiently and accurately. For providing information to different users related with vehicle through Vehicle Tracking System, data handling is required and the collection of data from various sources has been done by using a defined processes. The foundation of information provided to users has always been created by using data collected from desired vehicle by using GPS device mounted on source vehicle. This information checked, verified and processed for providing knowledge and evidence about the facts related with fuel, temperature, route and location in a vehicle. The analytical method for such extraction is always monitored by a team of experts and managers. The Vehicle Tracking System has worked for saving time and money of owners in logistics industry from the years which creating an essence for analyzing the data which is going to be used to maturing the information. In this direction need is data availability and handling should tackled carefully. The assignment is to track closely, data and information so that vast and redundant data and information can be avoided. Now a day’s data is flowing in Exabyte’s from e-mail to online processing of many applications. In recent years digital spatial data sets have grown with rapid speed. This change is facilitated by GPS and GIS for primary data collection. When the issue is related with tracking of a vehicle, GPS device can produce the related data in desired format. The real working of Vehicle Tracking System is being reflected in Figure 1[2].

Fig. 1: Real Working Scenario for Vehicle Tracking System [2]

2. Related Works

Performance is a issue related with higher concern of researchers and Grishikashvili [1] was presented an idea for performance evaluation in failure recovery when a system is going to be in implementation phase. For this work all kind of networks are considered by author with
all kind of dependencies and independencies. Vasileios Baousis [3] was provided a computing frame work for virtual home environment (VHE). In his approach he presented the aspects of real implementation of VHE with a dedicated location aspect. Xinwei Luo [4] was presented an predictive method based on an analytical approach for services which based on location accommodated with mobile multi hop networks. This approach was implemented in MANET with great efficiency. Armando Ferro [5] was contributed in the field of efficiency of network traffic analysis. He was presented a logical model for calculating factors related with performance of network traffic systems. The performance evaluation of network traffic analysis systems has been also done by the author. Tao Han [6] was discussed the role of Web in modern scenario with suggestions for improving the efficiency of related services. The author presented an evaluation model for web and related services. After this idea the web related services performed in optimized manner. C’eline Boutrous [7] was presented an idea related with variant of web services with increasing usage of composite web. The rules and semantics of composite web produced, by using these facts the performance of composite web evaluated. Rossano Gaeta [8] was presented a theory related with peer distributed networks. The strategies of model building and idea of performance evaluation was proposed by author. Through this approach of author many problems related with peer to peer network resolved. T. Wild [9] was studied on trace based transaction inspired simulation. Author mainly was concerned with chip oriented systems. After considering this type of systems, performance has been analyzed. The evaluation of performance for that kind of chip based explored.

Vincent S. Tseng [10] was proposed a algorithm for human prediction when movement is taking place. TMSP was the name of algorithm and by using this algorithm first time the mining of mobile data can be done in location based environment. PD Mzila [11] was proposed a service delivery approach in mobile environment through location based for facilitating commerce related activities. This approach was very helpful for strangers to accommodate themselves in new environment. Nico Deblauwe [12] was proposed an approach for energy efficient algorithm for GPS and GSM Cell-Id positioning the mobile. By this approach many related aspects for users were deployed in location based services. Jinchuan Chen [13] was proposed a approach for improving the efficiency of quarrries when a person is searching the services in a locality based on its location. By this approach the result of fired quires optimized up to that extent by which a user can get accurate and relevant information. Yang He [14] was proposed for improving locating aspect when mobility of mobile node is very fast. He presented an algorithm Mobile Locating Agent (MLA) by which the location of any movement based object can be determined by using location based services. Pieter-Paulus [15] was proposed a system by which the position of person can be identified without using GPS in Location Based services. In this system image search concept is implemented by using the camera of mobile of a person having that time. Nattapong Swangmuang [16] proposed an analytical method for improving the efficiency of positioning techniques in an indoor situation. By this approach the information validity has been improved in indoor position identification. Liping Chen [17] proposed an approach for evaluation and improvement in the performance of Web Services which was based on memory immune network classifier. This approach was a step towards relation of human internal power and web services. Raj Kumar Samanta [18] proposed a mathematical model for evaluation of QoS in NGN cellular wireless networks. This mathematical modeling provided the background for improving the quality of service parameters in modern and future wireless communication. Amjad Osman [19] proposed an solution for improving the prediction time of an moving object in wireless environment without the probable loss of signal strength. He also challenged the fact that nodes are getting accurate services in wireless environment. Eddy Caron [20] presented an approach for solution of network problems related with resource distribution. According him for a complex work more resources are needed and distributed in complete network. This complexity is solved by his recommendations.

Brad McKenna [21] proposed a study of user perception related with usage of location based services. He analyzed the entertainmente habits of users and collected the facts related with perception about services they are getting. In his study he used UTAUT model. Govind P Gupta [22] presented an performance evaluation and comparison of Agent based and Non agent based dissemination protocols. His approach helped the network experts providing the simulation of work. Andreas Emrich [23] proposed the work for performance evaluation based on social recommendations. He analyzed different social contributions by location based services and collected the recommendations for improvement. Thang Tran [24] presented a work based on vertical Hand Off related with performance of location based services. He prepared a simulation based framework for evaluating the performance of location based services in coordination with handoff scenario. Christos Anagnostopoulos [25] presented an approach for improvement in performance of LBS by analyzing the group of mobile nodes. With his approach the performance of location based services optimized up to extent. Markus Fiedler [26] proposed the work for quality of location based services when we are
talking about the network at anywhere, anytime and by any source. His approach helped the experts in improving service strength with movement.

3. Comparision of systems on the bases of accuracy for result (in identification of position)

On the bases of received data from users of Vehicle Tracking System about accuracy in term of finding position through Latitude and Longitude by considering both the systems (G-track, Tracking Genie) the information is being projected. We can compare the performance of both the systems by using line chart generated through SPSS and the result is reflected by Figure 2. The comparison helped us in making views about efficiency in tracking and to identify real facts, which are directly related with performance of vehicle tracking system in term of Latitude and Longitude for finding position.

![Fig. 2: Comparison of Performance of Vehicle Tracking Systems in Terms of Accuracy Shown in Result](image)

In above graph the percentage of accuracy is being represented by y-axis and the different observation by which the accuracy related facts are collected from users is by x-axis. The volume of accuracy of G-Track and Tracking Genie is shown by two lines which are the parameters of accuracy according users of Vehicle Tracking Systems.

4. Comparision of systems on the bases of accuracy for result (in identification of movement)

On the bases of received data from users of Vehicle Tracking System about accuracy in term of tracing the movement due to speed by considering both the systems(G-track, Tracking Genie) the information is being projected. We can compare the effect of speed on performance of both the systems by using line chart generated through SPSS and the result is reflected by Figure 3. The comparison helped us for making views about effect of speed on accuracy of result which is tracking a vehicle.

![Fig. 3: Comparison of Effect of Speed on Accuracy of Result through Vehicle Tracking Systems](image)

In above Figure 3 the percentage of accuracy is being represented by y-axis and the different observation through which the effect on accuracy of result due to speed is observed by x-axis. The related facts are collected from users. The effect of speed on accuracy of result when tracking a vehicle by using G-Track and Tracking Genie is shown by two lines. These lines are the parameters for discrepancies in accuracy of result in front of users of Vehicle Tracking System.

4. Conclusions

In this paper the working of two Vehicle Tracking Systems is being studied which are utilizing Location Based Services. The reports received from two running tracking environment provided by G-Track and Tracking Genie System (Provided Through ITG Solutions Private Ltd. and Genie Solutions) providing base for study. The overall work giving rise some facts for making comparison between two running tracking environments. After above comparison this is possible to analyze the performance in term of parameters and to use these parameters for improving situation of tracking environment. The analysis done with the results received from two working software scenarios also making a comfortable insight in front of users. Through above analysis we got the fact about the working efficiency of G-Track System which is not as good as Tracking Genie. By above work some performance related issues have been matured in the mind of author which is quite useful for further research in this field.
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